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About This Game

A badass rig drives only for the glory of Satan and races with blistering fury towards the Next Hell in this ARCADE ACTION
IMMORTAL TRUCKER! From Ludum Dar 5d3b920ae0

Title: Demon Truck
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Triger Mountain
Publisher:
Adventurepro Games LLC
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2016

English
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Awesome two-button schmup! Simple but tight controls with a deep skill curve. The over the top explosions and rad soundtrack
make it a joy to kicku2665u2665u2665u2665u2665for Satan.. Cool crazy little game with very great soundtrack! Absolutely
worth the few bucks for it. Played it for hours everytime I started. The game and it's soundtrack are highly addictive.. Jesus,
take the wheel!. It's like Darius Twin but with a truck and you can't steer. Recommended.. I drove fast and exploded, Hail Satan.
You want big booms? You want DEMON TRUCK. You want a demon? YOU WANT DEMON TRUCK. How about trucks,
you want those? Yeah baby- YOU WANT DEMONTRUCKRIGHTNOW. Look, I am just sayin' man, trucks are cool, demons
are cool, its like $5 and supports a great dev. What have you got to lose? In all seriousness, what you are getting here is a short
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arcadey bit of fun. You may play it a lot, you may play it a little. Each run is generally not very long but if you just feel like
crashing and bashing for a bit there are many worse ways you could use your time. It takes a little roguelike with a little bullet
hell and makes it into a 3 min activity.
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